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Forty Below

Forty Below is a proposed Star Army of Yamatai plot to be run by GM Locked 0ut. Its concept is “Day to
day operations of the 40th Arctic Legion.” It was approved by Wes as of .

Forty below is a decentralized plot detailing the goings on of the 40th "Arctic" Legion.

Plot Overview
Forty Below

Format: Forum posts and JPs leaning more on forum posts
Pacing: Depends on the specific thread. Generally chill

L3 (profanity is permitted but not forced just do what feels right
S2 (non-explicit sexual content)
V3 (can be super graphic if necessary but I don't plan to make a gory edge fest)

Based out of Rikugun Base Fujiko, the 40th "Arctic" Legion aka the Arctic Legion is the Rikugun's primer
cold weather fighting force. Beyond their main fighting force of an Orbital Assault and an Air Assault
brigade, the Arctic Legion has a subordinate CSAR Squadron, a Century of soldiers dedicated purely to
meteorology, and the Arctic Warfare Training Center. The Arctic Warfare Training Center offers
mandatory courses for any Arctic Legionnaire courses that are open to any soldier who might be
deploying to a cold planet like Gashmere, or to any soldier who simply wants to test their skills in the
frozen north.

Players are encouraged to launch their own threads and mini plots about their characters. I will be
running the occasional training or exercise until there's a clear enemy on a cold weather planet for the
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40th to deploy to fight and then we will run a more traditional plot around that.

OOC Notes

Locked 0ut created this article on 2022/12/13 06:27.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.
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